
February 25, 2013 
Breaking Shadows 

All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is 
violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self-evident……… 

Those who operate in the shadows, controlling the levers of power at all levels, 
seldom reveal themselves.  They get others to do their bidding, carry out their 
orders and, when it goes south, take the fall.  

Eventually, we all get, at one time or another, an uneasy feeling that what we are 
being told is not the truth, not the whole truth, and we feel powerless against the 
lies.  It’s a cumulative discomfort that we almost begin to expect, losing trust in 
almost all that controls our lives.   

We expect advertisers to lie to us. We expect politicians to lie to us. We expect 
those in government to lie to us.  We want it to be true, so we try, hard as we 
can, to make it ‘seem’ right in our minds.  But it never quite fits.  

We know that we are being lied to by those whose faces we see, and a bigger 
part of us is afraid to ask the question: “Why would they lie?” We know we are 
being lied to, but we don’t know why.  That discomfort is always with us, just 
below the surface, growing, making us squirm, making us angry.   

Anger is created when we feel betrayed, lied to and helpless. We push it down, it 
pushes us down. It’s always there.  We can feel it, but we can’t explain it.  

Be Careful What You Ask For 

Mostly, we don’t want to know. We fear the answer will cause us to have to make 
real changes in how we think, and what we do about it.  We just don’t have the 
energy, the time and we feel powerless.  

We get angry at anyone that seeks the truth, because they are, if they are 
successful, going to shatter the already shaky illusions that are held together by 
gum, pins, spit and mud, that forms the foundations of our lives.  

Truth Seekers are trouble makers.  Many are ready to jump on them, ridicule 
them, if what they present is not A-Letter perfect, handed to us whole, without 
flaw or missing dates, even though what we already have is full of illogic, wholes 
and contradictions.   

We ignore the weaknesses in our own beliefs in order to cast stones at what is 
presented to us that is, despite our resistance and our discomfort, the very Truth 
that will, when it is embraced, set us all free.  

Those who hold the strings that control the puppets that pull the levers of power 
are so removed from our awareness, we are afraid to look.   
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And when the Truth comes in, bold and unafraid, we sense a disturbance in the 
Shadows, as strings are jerked, levers are over sprung, and puppets become 
panicky, and resort to ridicule, contempt, and denials that, had we not heard the 
truth, made sense, but now, they seem obviously what they are:  Monsters who 
have, all our lives, lied to us.   

They want us to believe these lies are for our own good.  They cloak themselves 
in the mantles of power and prestige.  They demand that we accept their broken 
lies same as if they were whole truths.  They portray themselves as heroic in 
their efforts, burdened by those questioning their integrity.   

They are bothered by those who don’t believe. They are terrified of those who 
speak the truth.  They resort to anger and  become indignant when faced with 
questions they don’t want to answer.  

It’s just not working.  The more the puppets panic, the more they get tangled in 
their own strings.  

They have help in their efforts. There is an entire industry that feeds us the 
stereo types of White Hats and Black Hats, Cowboys and Indians, Cops and 
Robbers.  They create illusions, and the willing want to believe.  No one wants to 
see the real monsters.  

Some allies are willing, others are just too stupid to know they are being used.  
Every once in awhile, one wakes up, sees what is taking shape, some find ways 
to help, others just step away from the game.  They don’t want to help, but they 
don’t want to get tangled in those strings that are already leaving so many 
puppets, dangling awkwardly akimbo on the stage. Other puppets, who were 
once dazzling in their gestures, now slumped over, strings cut, silent.  A warning 
to the others. 

Those who like being used, feel privileged to have access to powerful people, 
agencies and offices normally off limits to the rest of us.  They foolishly think that 
this ‘access’ will somehow make them ‘respected’, but the truth of it is, it only 
makes them a tool.  Those who think they can have power by doing the bidding 
of the powerful, learn too late that they are only being used and will be discarded 
when no longer useful.  

Enemies are those who look behind the scripting, bring the facts into the light, 
and share with the class.   

At first, no one feels strong enough. Individually, we would not survive, but 
collectively, we are far more powerful.  Once you overcome your fear of knowing 
the Truth, your world changes.  You find you are not alone.  You find you are not 
weak.  

You can never go back to the illusion again. Lies just don’t work any more.  
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This disturbs the otherwise smooth flow of corruption. This opening of doors, 
shining of lights, breaking of Shadows. 

What is revealed is far worse, far more wide-spread, and far deeper into the 
bowels and guts of our government and Justice Departments than we want to 
know. But know we must, if we are ever to find comfort and security in our own 
lives, free of the Shadows and their minions.   

Send In The Clowns 

Cue the Magicians to bring out the smoke and mirrors.  But even they begin to 
flail.  

At first is it startling, then it is sad to watch once adept magicians and their tricks 
failing on the very stage where we used to applaud the show.  The Scarf trick 
gets hung up in their sleeves; the hat fills with water and drenches their heads, 
and rabbits escape, running everywhere and Magicians’ Assistants, flee the 
stage in hasty exits.  We are not impressed. 

Abrupt resignations, transfers, and other vanishing acts, reveal more about the 
players in this than they would like. Those kinds of moves are supposed to quiet 
us, make us think all is well, not lead to more questions.  It’s not working the way 
it used to.  Everyone becomes a ‘loose end’.  The Shadows are unraveling. 

So many in all these agencies, from the cops to the Halls of government, have 
become a part of the mechanism by which the Shadows control our lives by 
controlling what we believe, by feeding us bullshit, that many do not even 
question why they are doing something they know is wrong and illegal.  

They are afraid to question it. If they do, they will have to admit what they have 
been a part of, and how much harm has been done, to so many for so long.  
They may not be able to live with themselves.  They may feel compelled to do 
something about it, like speak up.  If they do, they know they will become a target 
of the very monsters that had been grooming them all along. Life becomes more 
difficult when you fall out of the warm foggy embrace of the Illusion.  You can 
never go back. 

Twelfth Mandated Report is filed. 

The 12th Mandated Report  was filed on Friday  Feb 23, 2013. 
Itʼs even more damning than the ones that preceded it. It shines an even greater 
light on what has been going on in Spirit Lake and what has been going on at the 
agencies charged with overseeing the welfare of the tribe, and of all the tribes.  
 
Turn OFF That Light! 
 
This has made some in the Shadows panic.  They keep looking for more corners 
to hide from the light, hoping it will not reveal them.  Theyʼd like to counter it, but 
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all they have is more lies, and those just arenʼt working like they used to.  
 
Tim Purdon seems a little sweaty and hot under the collar with all of this.  
 
Forum Communications, home to The Man Who Calls Himself Chuck Haga, fired 
off 3 stories in less than 4 hours trying to both get in front of this fast moving 
story, and steer it into some calmer waters where Purdon can be viewed as a 
man who has done a terrific job as he pats himself on the back for charging out 
24 cases ʻthat originated in Spirit Lakeʼ (whatever that means), while 54 sexual 
offenses have languished for over a year without him touching them.  
 
Haga put out so many stories so fast, it was hard to keep up with him. I felt the 
poor man was out of breath from all his sprinting to file 3 stories in just a few 
hours.  
 
One of his stories seemed a little obsessed with the 'undated' 12th Mandated 
Report. I know, the report was filed, but not dated. God only knows when that 
could have happened!  Itʼs a clerical crime. *faints* 
 
All he had to do was phone the ACF office and ask when it was issued.  Others 
did.  But, if you want to be picky… we'll get to that later.  
 
The 12th Mandated Report, 8 pages long (Iʼm obsessed with how many pages) 
Details once again: 
 

That there have been no children removed from the homes of registered 
sex offenders and no sex offenders have been arrested in relation to those 
children.   

 
Also, that 40 children removed from safe homes and placed in homes that 
are known to be dangerous and abusive.  
 
No sex offenders/abusers have been arrested in connection with these 
placements.  
 
Told in clear timeline how the BIA's own reports go unopened, for months 
on Rod Cavenaugh's desk, and then are shredded without ever being 
opened.  (I think he was referring to the report that came out more than a 
year ago that listed over 50 serious ʻdeficienciesʼ within Tribal Social 
Services. I saw that one, but canʼt remember where I put it. There was 
another one last year, in April that again lists the same issues and adds a 
couple more… ) 

 
Talks about the rape of a 13 yr old girl by a 37 yr old man.  The complaint 
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was filed immediately with the BIA (Law Enforcement) and no rape kit was 
done. It was weeks later when the BIA decided to ask questions about 
what happened.  At that time, the rapist said that the girl wanted it (sounds 
like what a rapist would say, doesn't it?) and the BIA Agent determined he 
was being truthful and called it 'consensual' so no charges were ever filed.   

 
I found all of these items more relevant than the fact that the date had been left 
off of the report. But thatʼs just me.  
 
Given that the BIA agents/cops on the rez are known domestic abusers, Bentley 
GreyBear being among the most vicious, yet, they all still have guns and badges.   
 
Questions 
 
How is this the BIA doing their job? Remember: Strike Team is present. Big, Bad 
Strike Team.  
 
And Rod Cavenaugh is the man they put in charge of 'cleaning up the mess'?  
Giving him full access to all the evidence, his accusers, etc?  Does this even 
sound smart to anyone?  
 

Hi, we have a problem. We know there is criminal activity, wrongdoing and 
straight up incompetence. How should we deal with it? Letʼs put one of the 
guys we know is either a criminal or totally incompetent, as the lead on 
this thing. *High Fives* 

 
How does the BIA investigate itself?  What could possibly go wrong with that 
brilliant idea? 
 
You'll have to read the entire 8 page report. It's "undated" but those who are a 
little more resourceful can tell you it was issued on Friday, February 23, 2013.  
 
SINCE WE'RE BEING PICKY ABOUT THESE THINGS… 
 
I noticed a few items myself, and I was not alone. Someone commented that 
Haga was 'spitting out stories like a pez dispenser', and indeed he was.  
 
First story was filed 2/22/13 2:38 PM  (Town Hall)-- (it was dated. <wink>) 
 
We learned about the Town Hall meeting that was supposed to be held at a date, 
time and place where everyone could attend, but---apparently, Tribal Council 
decided to schedule it for a day when the BIA Director Mike Black, who was part 
of a “strike team” could not be there because of a scheduling conflict.  
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It was going to be at 1:PM in the casino A time that ruled out the working people 
who would not be able to attend, and in a place where surveillance could easily 
zoom in and read everyone's cell phones, notes, texts, etc. People don't feel safe 
knowing that the cameras are spying on them and can zoom in to extreme focus) 
 
In Summary: at that writing, meeting was at 1 PM, but the BIA Director who was 
part of the Strike Team, would not be available.  Given how useless the BIA has 
been all along, I'd say this probably would change nothing.  They could probably 
get more pertinent information out of the Ice Cream truck, anyways.   
 
What's in a Word? 
 
He also, and I feel it was slanted to the negative, referred to Betty Jo Krenz's trip 
to Washington, DC by defining her not as an advocate for the children, which 
would connote a positive and in my book, more accurate description of what she 
did, but rather, as a 'critic'.  Critic just sounds whiny, doesn't it? 
 
Does anyone think that what Betty Jo Krenz is doing on behalf of these children 
and their families is 'whiny'.  Perhaps The Man Who Calls Himself Chuck Haga 
can get a Thesaurus for his birthday? I'm sure it was just the very first word that 
popped into his head.  
 
He quoted from the blog, which is nice, but why didn't he contact her to get his 
questions answered or get a first hand comment on this? Most journalists don't 
comb blogs when they have the contact info for the person and have interviewed 
them in the past.  
 
He made at least 2 attempts to contact Roger Yankton even though he did not 
get a response back from him by the time he went to press, or ʻpostʼ. 
 
It just seems lazy to me. Not as criminal, mind you, as leaving the date off of a 
document that gets time/date stamped when it is received. I'm sure Thomas 
Sullivan will be demoted for leaving the date off of a document. It's very serious.  
 
Oh well, why contact someone for a first hand quote when you can comb the 
blog.  I'm here to help. *Gold Star* 
 
Second Story Was 2/22/13  3:59 PM (No Evidence of Progress)  
 
(Geez man, it had only been an hour and a half!)  And this one discussed the 
Undated Report and reminds us, in case we forgot, the copy he got was 'undated' 
leaving us to suppose he lacked the resources to check with the office where it 
was issued from to get the date of issue. (Whispers:  Veteran Journalist, *nose 
tap)  
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Note: He never mentioned contacting Sullivanʼs office for clarification, inasmuch 
as he did mention contacting Roger Yankton, I can assume he did not attempt to  
 
get this ʻimportantʼ detail clarified. 
 
He again covered much of the same information in the 12 Mandated Report 
(undated) (can't forget that part). Given that the previous article was already an 
hour and a half old, many of us had probably forgotten those details.  
 
He then quotes Timothy Purdon, USAG (I guess he didn't mind phoning him up to 
get a statement, eh?).  
 
Timmy hopes to attend the meeting. "Hopes". Love that word. It's the same as 
"Maybe" but with a cheerful, optimistic chirp to it.  
 
Purdon takes "seriously any allegations of crimes against children at Spirit Lake 
or anywhere else." 
 
I find that odd. Or should I say "Hopeful"? Up until now, Purdon has done nothing 
to investigate the charges laid out in any of the previous (dated) Mandated 
Reports. Nothing. Wait, that's wrong. He's ignored them, dodged them, and 
ducked them. That took some effort.  
 
I would think that 'taking these charges seriously' would entail contacting the 
person who made the reports. That's just me, I'm sure. 
 
He's done nothing about the evidence being destroyed at the murder scene of 
those two children, on orders from FBI Agent Trout.  Trout is still Purdon's 'go to' 
guy.  So, destroying evidence at the scene of a double child homicide is just fine 
with Purdon. Makes his job easier?  
 
Purdon says his office has opened 'some cases' mentioned in the previous 11 
Mandated Reports. 
 
 Really? Why only 'some'? Why has he not coordinated his investigation with 
Thomas Sullivan who is the one filing the reports? Wouldn't that seem logical? 
(There I go again). 
 
How long does it take to look at two lists: One of Registered Sex Offenders and 
their known addresses, and the other of young children placed in homes, and the 
addresses of those homes, and BINGO (favorite word on the Rez) you have a list 
of children in the homes of registered sex offenders!   
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I know, it seems obvious, but we have seen repeatedly where the obvious has 
eluded the Department of Justice, the BIA and just about everyone involved with 
cases involving children.  So, I thought I would help out. *Curtsies* 
 
The part I had to laugh out loud about was this statement from Purdon to the 
People of Spirit Lake: "If you have evidence, if you are a witness, call the FBI or 
Law Enforcement and…" [and there the quote ends “and …”] rather than pushing 
allegations through a third party. " (and the quotes start up again.) I'm not sure if 
Haga combined two statements into a badly punctuated structure (it happens) or 
what he did.  
 
In my book, that's worse than "undated". Undated can be figured out with a 
phone call. Haga's punctuation can is an enigma.  
 
(Remember: We are being picky here. I'm sure a veteran journalist like The Man 
Who Calls Himself Chuck Haga knows how to punctuate a sentence. He just 
chose not to. Then again, these stories were coming out rapid fire… Less than 2 
hours apart. I think in journalism this is like birthing twins prematurely?   
 
And right under that sentence, where Purdon wants you to call law 
enforcement… Haga's contact info in inserted.  See? Sloppy. Tsk, tsk, tsk.  
 
What struck me about Purdon's last statement was I wonder which FBI he would 
like people to call? The one that never follows up on charges of rape? The one 
that destroyed evidence at the crime scene? Perhaps the one that harasses the 
whistle blowers and witnesses? Would it be them?  
 
Or, "Law Enforcement"… let's all have a sad little laugh at that one. Law 
Enforcement? "She wanted it, so it was consensual." Yeah, Purdon, I hope you 
do show up at that meeting. People might want to ask you a few things. Or tell 
you a few things.  
 
Purdon happily showed Haga "more than two dozen  convictions  obtained by his 
office in the past two years, originating in Spirit Lake." Whatever that means. Do 
they start there and move elsewhere?  
 
So, he'll talk to Haga about this, but not to Thomas Sullivan? And he has made 
arrests and gotten convictions in SLN? Wow, that means he knows how to do it--- 
so why isn't he doing it?  
 
Why are there still children in these same dangerous homes as outlined in the 
now 12 Mandated reports? Is 2 Dozen a high number in a place that is rife with 
corrupt Tribal Council, Tribal Chairman, Tribal Social Services?  Or is 1 a month 
enough? Consider that 54 complaints have been lodged. Serious complaints. 
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People out there don't bother unless it is serious because they are used to being 
ignored and harassed for attempting to report… 54 and not one charged out 
according to SORNA? And Purdon is patting himself on the back for 24 or so? 
How many of those 24 prize cases were pled down to misdemeanors? How 
many resulted in a slap on the wrist or less? 
 
Here's an idea Purdon, talk to Thomas Sullivan and coordinate these 
investigations with his office so you can get this resolved. Shoving files at a 
reporter who is no authority on the matter is not nearly as efficient as actually 
talking to the man whose job it is to protect Children in your region. Unless Haga 
has a second job I don't know about.  
 
Bragging about the arrest of Valentino Bagola in the murder of those two children 
is hardly a conviction at this point. That is the case where FBI AGENT TROUT 
failed to swab DNA off of people in the house, and he ordered the clothing 
laundered.   
 
Are you sure you have a case against that kid? Real sure?  Apparently, you can 
arrest anyone you want… but your investigation team is hardly top notch, or even 
third rate. I'd consider  them to be buffoons.  Good luck in court. Chances are, 
you don't have the right guy and you know it.  Bet you can convict a Ham 
Sandwich, eh?  
 
The joke convictions you have gotten such as the Fuel Scam, was laughable.  
Whose idea was it to give them all joke sentences? Yours? Or the Judge? 
They're doing it again you know. Then again, why not?  
 
No, Purdon, 1 case per month is hardly a record to be proud of. Your convictions 
are a joke. At least in the court's eyes.  
 
If you think you can redeem yourself by convicting Bagola and ignoring the 
witness statements as to who was involved, think again. This one might bite you 
on the ass more than anything you have ever screwed up before.  
 
Wait! Itʼs Triplets! 
 
Hagaʼs Third story was 2/22/13 6:26 PM (No word Yet if Public can attend Town 
Hall) 
3 hrs after the second story, Haga files yet another story… 
 
Changes the time of the meeting from 1 PM to now, 10 AM. For SURE no one 
who has a job will be able to show up.  And the Tribe is still trying to keep the 
meeting closed, and in the casino where they can monitor your every note, text, 
phone number.  
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Hoeven's office is not happy about this from what I have heard. BIA is probably 
thrilled.  
 
So, as it stands (so far) the Town Hall Meeting won't really be an open forum for 
the Public, as the name "Town Hall" implies, it will be a restricted access, time 
prohibitive, location undesirable mostly closed meeting where few of the people 
who have something to say can show up and say it.   
 
So, it's not really a "Town Hall" is it.  
 
(Let's see if Haga spits out any more “Triples” in a 5 hour span. Iʼll be watching 
for them. Stay tuned. ) 
 
Haga, again, in this article even though the heading title is different, refers to 
Betty Jo Krenz's trip as "Critic in D.C." 
 
Okay, now this is important: Tim Purdon's office is doing a great job because 
they've had over 2 dozen convictions in 2-years (1 per month on average) and 
Betty Jo Krenz is a 'Critic' because she knows what is really going on and they 
haven't been able to shut her up.  And they have tried, believe me, they have 
tried.  
 
He does quote her from an interview Forum Communications did with her last 
July (Sounds more solid than saying 'In an interview Pat Springer and I had with 
her last July…'  which sounds more personal, as in person to person, rather than 
'corporation to person' like a lawsuit or something.  
 
So, unless he lost her phone number, email address or home address, he was 
just being lazy in not contacting her directly as he did with Purdon, Hoeven's 
office, and as he tried to do with Roger Yankton.   
 
He tried contacting everyone except Sullivanʼs office and Betty Jo Krenz. Iʼm 
sensing a pattern here, are you? I dunno.  
 
Now, remember folks, if you live on Spirit Lake and you witness or are the victim 
of a rape, or your daughter is… contact law enforcement. However, if the rapist 
says you, or your child 'wanted it', case closed.  
 
And the FBI, which has done nothing but harass witnesses, really wants to hear 
from you if you are a witness. Yeah, right! 
 
Well, thatʼs just me being a Critic, being critical. Thatʼs what being a critical critic 
sounds like. Nit picky. Whiny.  Fun, wasnʼt it?  
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Flashlight 
 
Think about this: The government is using all of itʼs agents and influence to 
silence the whistle blowers in Spirit Lake. Why? Why would they not want to 
clean up the monsters that are raping children, selling children, abusing children 
and stealing from children?  
 
Why would the USAGʼs Office resist and resent these Mandated Reports rather 
than take them seriously enough to work with the Agency filing them, to get them 
investigated?  
 
Why is it that the Whistle Blowers are portrayed as the Problem? Which is 
worse? Child rape, or telling the authorities about it and expecting them to act?  
 
If this was just Spirit Lake and nowhere else, there would not be a unified effort 
throughout the BIA, DoI, FBI and Justice Department to silence the ʻCriticsʼ.   
 
That effort and those actions on their part can only mean one thing: This 
monstrous behavior is pervasive throughout all of Indian Country.  The system 
itself is supporting the criminal behavior, protecting the pedophiles at the 
expense of the children.  
 
If this was only happening in Spirit Lake, they would have fixed it.  But they canʼt 
because it isnʼt. Itʼs everywhere. And there is huge money involved.  Donʼt tell me 
they are doing this for sport, they wouldnʼt and they arenʼt. This is bigger than 
Penn Stateʼs Sandusky scandal and I dare say, bigger than the Catholic Church 
and Vatican Scandals.   
 
People in high places donʼt want this fixed. But we do. Every story, every 
document, every witness who stands up and tells their story is a flashlight shining 
in those dark places, breaking shadows and revealing the tiny, ugly monsters 
that have been, for decades, hurting the children for power and money.  
 
We are all learning a truth so ugly it sickens us.  A truth weʼd rather we never 
heard.  And it is rapidly becoming more self evident with every lie that is told to 
try and cover it up.  
 
This is our work to do. All of us.  
We are all related. We are all connected.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


